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Tycho blew up. What was once the modest, Boards of Canada-inspired
hobby of San Francisco-based graphic designer Scott Hansen now
merits Grammy nods and consistently appears near the top of the
Dance/Electronic charts. And with this surge of fame, Hansen’s sound
has blown up as well. He used to use guitars and live drums as
embellishment, but now, his dainty music sits atop a monolithic rock
chassis. Tycho’s a band now—Hansen on guitar and synth, Zac Brown
(not that Zac Brown) on bass and a revolving cast of drummers.

Epoch feels like Tycho’s gift to the cheap seats. There is none of the slow
builds and ambient meanderings that defined his breakout album Dive or
its more rock-centric follow-up Awake. Instead, it hurtles forward at
breakneck speed, all clattering math-rock drums and big, suspenseful
chord progressions. Though swaths of it go by unobtrusively, it doesn’t feel ambient. What it perhaps resembles
most is an instrumental version of the buzzy electropop in vogue about 10 years ago. You’d be forgiven for
expecting Thomas Mars to start singing.

This music will probably go over great when Hansen makes his appearance at this year’s Coachella, but it leaves a
lot to be desired for home listening. There’s none of the textural intricacy that defined Dive and Awake. Those
albums seemed to open up into something more than music, conjuring little dimensions you could explore for the
better part of an hour. Epoch stays right there in your headphones. The bass sounds like a bass, the guitar sounds
like a guitar, the synth sounds like a synth and none of them do anything particularly interesting.

The most obvious difference between Epoch and Hansen’s past work is how muscular it is. The drums and bass are
mixed way in the front, and the record suffers from the main pitfall of modern rock production: the idea that
everything has to have muscle, that the midrange should hit like a train. A lot of Tycho’s appeal is that his work is
more substantial than most ambient music, endearing it to rock and EDM fans who like a bit more drive than what,
say, a Biosphere album provides. But you can still usually curl up and sink into his music. Epoch punches you
awake.

Save his signature guitar, Tycho doesn’t benefit from the addition of live instruments at all. The best track here,
“Receiver,” is the only one that sounds like it could have been made by Hansen alone; it’s spare, minimal and gives
the listener plenty of room to breathe. When the beat enters, it’s not to add extra oomph but to tie everything
together. When it fades into the wistful pad that opens the title track, we hope the album has finally yielded its
ambient treasure. But no; a titanic kick drum enters, and “Epoch” explodes with the ungraceful force of a Katy Perry
hit.

Unless Hansen really prefers this tightly-wound rock sound, I suspect the addition of a live band is to make his set
more interesting at festivals. Live instruments are a good failsafe for electronic acts who can’t afford Daft Punk
pyramids and might otherwise look boring crouching behind a soundboard. And the extra drive of live drums means
crowds are more likely to dance and less likely to get bored. It all feels a bit cynical. Perhaps this is the step Hansen
needed to take at this point in his career, but though it’ll do a lot for his ticket sales, it does little for his music.
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